Sunday July 3rd 2016
‘The Eyes Have It’
Part Two
Study Questions

1). Read Deuteronomy 32:10 and Zecharia 2:8 – What do we learn from these
verses and which other verses did we look at that provide a good explanation
of what we see in Zecharia?

2). Read Genesis 9:1 + 20-27 – Why does Noah curse Canaan and not Ham?

a). Exactly what is it that Noah speaks prophetically about his 3 sons?

b). Is that which Noah says just for his sons only and how would we
know?

c). So, how long would that said by Noah to his sons stay in effect?

d). What distinguishes Shem from the other 2?
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e). What happens to the headship that had been given to Adam that he
had forfeited at the fall?

f). How do Abraham and then Israel fit into this?

g). What do we know about the people and the earth following the
flood?

h). Read Genesis 11:9 – What do we see God doing in this verse and
what commentary do we find on it in Genesis 10:32?

i). Read Genesis 10:25 – What did God do in the days of Peleg and what
would this mean for those He had previously separated by language and
location?

j). Read Deuteronomy 32:8-9 – what do we learn here and how is it
possible for God to do this centuries before Israel exists as a nation?
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k). Read Acts 17:26-27 – What was God’s purpose for separating the
nations and how was this to be accomplished?

l). Why aren’t the Gentile nations able to find blessing through Israel
and what does this mean for those nations even today and which scriptures
did we look at in connection with this?

m). So why can God only view and deal with the nations through Israel?

n). What does Israel’s continuance as a nation mean for the Gentile
nations?

o). Read Exodus 3:2, Malachi 3:6, Exodus 3:7 and Daniel 3:24-25 – What
do we learn from these verses and what is significant about what we see?

p). What does this mean for Israel down through the centuries even to
today?

q). What does it mean for Israel in their future?
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r). Given what we learn from this what should we add to our daily
prayer and which Psalm did we look at in connection with this?

s). Any final thoughts?
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